In recent years, promising deep learning based interatomic potential energy surface (PES) models have been proposed that can potentially allow us to perform molecular dynamics simulations for large scale systems with quantum accuracy. However, making these models truly reliable and practically useful is still a very non-trivial task. A key component in this task is the generation of datasets used in model training. In this paper, we introduce the Deep Potential GENerator (DP-GEN), an open-source software platform that implements the recently proposed "on-thefly" learning procedure [Phys. Rev. Materials 3, 023804] and is capable of generating uniformly accurate deep learning based PES models in a way that minimizes human intervention and the computational cost for data generation and model training. DP-GEN automatically and iteratively performs three steps: exploration, labeling, and training. It supports various popular packages for these three steps: LAMMPS for exploration, Quantum Espresso, VASP, CP2K, etc. for labeling, and DeePMD-kit for training. It also allows automatic job submission and result collection on different types of machines, such as high performance clusters and cloud machines, and is adaptive to different job management tools, including Slurm, PBS, and LSF. As a concrete example, we illustrate the details of the process for generating a general-purpose PES model for Cu using DP-GEN.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, machine learning (ML) has emerged as a promising tool for the field of molecular modeling. In particular, ML-based models have been proposed to address a longstanding issue, the accuracy-vs-efficiency dilemma when one evaluates the potential energy surface (PES), a function of atomic positions and their chemical species, and its negative gradients with respect to the atomic positions, namely the interatomic forces. From a firstprinciples point of view, PES is derived from the many-particle Schrödinger equation under the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, and the interatomic forces are given naturally by the Hellman-Feynman theorem. To this end, the ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) scheme, wherein accurate PES and interatomic forces are obtained within the density functional theory (DFT) approximation, has been most widely adopted [1] [2] [3] . Unfortunately, the cost of AIMD restricts its typical applications to system sizes of hundreds of atoms and the time scale of ∼ 100 ps. In the opposite direction, efficient empirical PES models, or force fields (FF), allow us to perform much larger and longer simulations; but their accuracy and transferability is often an issue. ML seems to have the potential to change this situation: a good ML model trained on ab initio data should have the efficiency of FF models while maintaining ab initio accuracy.
Developing ML-based PES models involves two components, data generation and model construction. To date, most discussions have focused on the second component. Two important issues are: A good functional form (e.g. kernel based models or neural networks) and respecting physical constraints of the PES, such as the extensiveness and symmetry properties. In this regard, two representative classes of models have emerged: the kernelbased models like the Gaussian Approximation Potential [4] and the neural network (DNN) based models like the Behler-Parrinello model [5] and the Deep Potential model [6, 7] . In particular, the smooth version of the Deep Potential model is an end-to-end model that satisfies the requirements mentioned above [8] .
There have also been some efforts on open-source software along this line [9] [10] [11] [12] . Of particular relevance to this work is the DeePMD-kit package [10] , which has been developed to minimize the effort required to build DNN-based PES models and to perform DNN-based MD simulation. DeePMD-kit is interfaced with TensorFlow [13] , one of the most popular deep learning frameworks, making the training process highly automatic and efficient.
DeePMD-kit is also interfaced with popular MD packages, such as the LAMMPS package [14] for classical MD and the i-PI package [15] for path integral MD. Thus, once one has a good sets of data, there are now effective tools for training Deep Potentials that can be readily used to perform efficient molecular dynamics simulation for all different kinds of purposes.
In comparison, much less effort has gone into the first component mentioned above:
data generation. In spite of the tremendous interest and activity, very few have taken the effort to make sure that the dataset used to train the ML-based PES is truly representative enough. Indeed data generation is often quite ad hoc. Some notable exceptions are found in [16] [17] [18] . In Ref. [17] , an active learning procedure was proposed based on an existing unlabled dataset. Some data points in that set are selected to be labled, and the result is then used to train the ML model. The procedure ensures that the selected dataset is at least representative of the original unlabeled dataset. In Refs. [16, 18] , one begins with no data, labeled or unlabeled, and explores the configuration spaces following some systematic procedure. For each of the configurations encountered, a decision is made as to whether that configuration should be labeled. The exploration procedure is designed to ensure that the unlabeled dataset, i.e. all the configurations encountered in the exploration, is representative of all the situations that the ML-based model is intended for. Even though these procedures were also described as "active learning", there is a difference since in these procedures, one does not have the unlabeled data to begin with and choosing the unlabeled data judiciously is also an important part of the whole procedure.
To highlight this difference, we will call the procedures in Refs. [16, 18] "concurrent learning". By "concurrent learning", we mean that one does not have any data to begin with, labeled or unlabeled, and the data is generated on the fly as the training proceeds.
The generation of the data and the learning is an interactive process to ensure that one obtains an "optimal" dataset which is on one hand representative enough and on the other hand as small as possible. This is in contrast to "sequential learning" in which the data is generated beforehand and the training of the model is performed afterwards. It also differs from active learning in the sense that active learning starts with unlabeled data. In a way the purpose of active learning is to find the smallest dataset that needs to be labeled in an existing unlabeled dataset.
The actual concurrent learning procedure goes as follows. One uses different sampling techniques (such as direct MD at different thermodynamic conditions, enhanced sampling, Monte Carlo) based on the current approximation of the PES to explore the configuration space. An efficient error indicator (this is the error in the PES) is then used to monitor the snapshots generated during the sampling process. Those that have significant errors will then be selected and sent to a labeling procedure, in which accurate ab initio energies and forces are calculated and added to the training dataset. A new approximation of the PES is obtained by training with the accumulated training dataset. These steps are repeated until convergence is achieved, i.e., the configuration space has been explored sufficiently, and a representative set of data points has been accurately labeled. At the end of this procedure, a uniformly accurate PES model is generated. We refer to Ref. [18] for more details.
In order to carry out such a procedure efficiently, one also needs reasonable computational resources. Since many tasks can be done in parallel, one needs to implement automatic and efficient parallel processing algorithms. Taking the exploration stage for example, it may happen that dozens to hundreds of MD simulations are executed simultaneously with different initial configurations under different thermodynamic conditions. If these tasks are executed manually, it will require a great deal of human labor, not to mention the compromise in efficiency. It would be even worse if one wants to utilize different computational resources in different concurrent learning steps, e.g., a high performance cluster(HPC) with most advanced GPU nodes for training and an HPC with a vast number of CPU nodes for labeling. Selecting a machine with the most available computational power among a group of candidate machines is also an issue. For all these reasons, we feel that it would be useful for the molecular and materials simulation community to have an open-source implementation of the concurrent learning procedure which, among other things, can automatically schedule the iterative process, dispatch different computational tasks to different computational resources, and collect and analyze the results.
In this paper, we introduce DP-GEN, an open-source concurrent learning platform and software package for the generation of reliable deep learning based PES models, in a way that minimizes the computational cost and human intervention. We describe the implementation of DP-GEN, which is based on the procedure proposed in Ref. [18] . We will focus on two modules, the scheduler and the task dispatcher. A modularized coding structure for the scheduler is designed, making it possible to incorporate different methods or software packages for the three different components in the concurrent learning procedure: exploration, labeling, and training. The dispatcher module is prepared for handling a huge number of tasks in a high-throughput fashion, and it is made compatible with different kinds of machines and popular job scheduling systems. This paper is organized as follows. In Section II we present the basic methodology that the DP-GEN workflow follows. In Section III we introduce the details of the software, including how the concurrent learning process is scheduled and how different tasks are dispatched. In Section IV, we give a concrete example, in which a general purpose Deep Potential model for Cu is generated using DP-GEN. Conclusions and outlooks are given in the last Section.
II. METHODOLOGY
The DP-GEN workflow contains a series of successive iterations. Each iteration is composed of three steps: exploration, labeling, and training. We denote by E ω (R), abbreviated E ω , the PES represented by the DP model, where R denotes atomic positions and ω denotes the parameters. An important point throughout the DP-GEN procedure is that we have an ensemble of models {E ω 1 , E ω 2 , . . . , E ωα , . . . } trained from the same set of data but with difference in the initialization of model parameters ω α . ω α evolves during the training process, which is designed to minimize the loss function, a measure of the error between DP and DFT results for the energies, the forces, and/or the virial tensors. Since the loss function is a non-convex function of ω, such a difference of initialization leads to different minimizers after training, and therefore different PES models. Around configurations where there is enough training data, the different PES models should all be quite accurate and therefore produce predictions that are close to each other. Otherwise one would expect that the predictions from the different models will scatter with a considerable variance. Therefore, the variance of the ensemble of predictions from the ensemble of models for a particular configuration can be used as an error indicator and criterion for whether the configuration should be selected for labeling.
Exploration: This has two components: an efficient sampler and an error indicator. The goal of the sampler is to efficiently explore the configuration space. Assume that we have an initial configuration denoted by R 0 . The sampler, in general, is a propagator that evolves an initial configuration of a system to a series of new configurations,
where ϕ t can be either deterministic or stochastic, with t labeling a continuous, or discrete, series of operations, and E ω indicates that the DP model is parameterized by ω. Available implementations of the sampler include direct MD, MD with enhanced sampling techniques, the Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) approach, and the genetic algorithm (GA), etc.
Both the sampler and the initial configurations should be chosen to ensure that all configurations of practical interest are approximately visited with sufficiently high frequency. It is worth noting that since the sampler (1) uses the DP model -rather than an ab initio routine -to evaluate potential energies and atomic forces, the exploration is significantly more efficient than AIMD simulations.
Next, given a configuration R t , we define the error indicator ǫ t as the maximal standard deviation of the atomic force predicted by the model ensemble, i.e.,
where F w,i denotes the predicted force on the atom with index i, and ∇ i denotes the derivative with respect to the coordinate of the i-th atom. The ensemble average ... is taken over the ensemble of models, and is estimated by the average of model predictions, i.e.
Due to the way the error indicator is defined, we also call it the model deviation. The reason for using the predicted forces, rather than energies, to evaluate the model deviation is that the force is an atomic property and is sensitive to the local accuracy, especially when a failure happens. Energy is a global quantity and does not seem to provide sufficient resolution. As shown in Fig. 1 , given an upper and lower bound of the trust levels, σ hi and σ lo , those structures whose model deviations ǫ fall between the bounds will be considered candidates for labeling. Thus, the candidate set of configurations is defined by
DP-GEN will then randomly select user-defined number of configurations from the candidate set, and pass them into the next step.
To better illustrate the idea, we take the copper system as an example, for which the user targets at a uniform accuracy over the thermodynamic range of temperature from 0 K to 2T m and pressure from 1 Bar to 50,000 Bar, where T m = 1357.77 K denotes the melting point at the ambient condition. The exploration strategy can be designed as follows.
We divide the temperature range [50K, 2T m ) equally into four intervals, i.e. [50K, 0.5T m ), Labeling: This step calculates the reference ab initio energiesẼ and forcesF for the selected configurations R n∆t from the exploration step. The process can be done by firstprinciples-based schemes, including quantum chemistry, quantum Monte Carlo, and DFT, etc. The results are called labels. These labels are then added into the training dataset, to be used later for retraining.
Training: We adopt an advanced version of the Deep Potential (DP) method proposed in Ref. [8] . The DP model considers E ω as a sum of contributions from atomic local envi-
. R i contains the coordinates of i's neighboring atoms within a r c cutoff radius, and it is mapped, through an embedding network, onto a so-called feature matrix D i ω . Such a construction guarantees the invariance of the PES under translation, rotation, and permutation among identical particles. D i ω is then mapped, through a fitting network, to E i ω .
Since ω is composed of the parameters in the embedding network and the fitting network, we also call it the network parameters. DP-GEN is composed of two major modules. First, DP-GEN serves as a scheduler, which follows the aforementioned concurrent learning scheme and generates computational tasks iteratively for the three steps: exploration, labeling and training. Second, DP-GEN serves as a task dispatcher, which receives tasks from the scheduler and automatically submits tasks to available computational resources, collects results when a task finishes, and sends the results back to the scheduler. The scheduler prepares and sends the calculation tasks to the task dispatcher, and in return, it receives results collected by the dispatcher. By communicating with the computational resources and using available job management tools, the task dispatcher automatically handles job submission and result collection. Typically, a task is composed of two kinds of files, forward files and common files. Forward files are specific for different tasks, while common files contain universal settings for all tasks. The results contained in backward files are then sent back from the dispatcher to the scheduler when the task is finished.
B. DP-GEN scheduler
The scheduler maintains the information flow between different steps of the concurrent learning procedure. It always works on the machine on which the master process of DP- Exploration. At this moment, DP-GEN only supports the use of the LAMMPS package [14] , which has to be interfaced with the DeePMD-kit package to perform DP-based MD (DPMD). The scheduler prepares exploration tasks, i.e., the DP models graph.00x.pb, input files in.lmp, and initial structures conf.lmp required by LAMMPS. In return, it collects the configurations sampled by LAMMPS and selects a subset, according to the criterion for the model deviation, for the labeling step.
The exploration process is based on a sampler, which produces abundant configurations and saves the trajectories in the traj folder with a predefined frequency. For each configuration, the model deviation is calculated , and the results are saved in model devi.out.
The scheduler categorizes all the configurations sampled by the DP model into the following three types. DP-GEN will show users the distributions of configurations belonging to different types.
• ǫ t < σ lo . This means that the prediction for the current structure R t is accurate within a small tolerance. Consequently, there is no need to perform an expensive ab initio calculation for it.
• σ hi ≤ ǫ t . This means that the model deviation is so large that the prediction on the configuration R t is highly unreliable. If this happens, the configuration R t is probable to be unphysical as well. For example, there might be atoms too close to each other.
This situation often happens in the first several iterations, where the exploration is driven by a relatively poor model. Such a configuration should not be labeled and should not be explored in an equilibrium simulation by a more reliable model.
• σ lo ≤ ǫ t < σ hi . Based on the reasoning above, structures corresponding to this situation are selected as candidates for labeling.
Labeling.
In this step, DP-GEN currently supports VASP [20, 21] , Quantum-Espresso [22] , Gaussian [23] , and CP2K [24] . The scheduler prepares different input files according to the requirements of the different software. In return, it receives first-principles energies, forces, and/or virials, and adds them to the training data.
Selected configurations from the exploration step will be calculated using one of these software. DP-GEN allows and recommends users to take the whole control of their settings for ab initio calculations. The results can be analyzed by the scheduler and new labeled data will be added to the training dataset. It should be emphasized that the scheduler can handle the case where the expected convergence of the self-consistent-field calculation, adopted by many ab initio calculations, is not achieved. In this case, the results are considered unqualified and thus excluded from the training dataset.
Training. In this step, the DeePMD-kit package [10] is used for training. The scheduler prepares training tasks, i.e., the training data and several input.json files required by DeePMD-kit. In return, it generates several DP models for efficient exploration in the next step.
The key information provided by the training files input.json are the paths to the training data and the hyper-parameters that define the network structure and the training scheme. Notice that the training files only differ by the random seeds that initialize the network parameters. In addition, when the training data are accumulated as DP-GEN proceeds, the scheduler adds the directories of the new data to input.json. After training, the resulting DP models, named as graph.00x.pb where x goes from 0 to N m − 1 , are collected by the scheduler.
To keep track of the DP-GEN process, the scheduler takes records of the different steps.
Once the scheduler steps forward, it saves checkpoints in record.dpgen. Therefore, when a fatal failure occurs and user intervention is required, the scheduler can restart from the latest checkpoint automatically. The user can also retrieve to any previous step when he/she finds that the current results are problematic and wants to modify the parameters.
C. Task Dispatcher
Since the number of tasks passed from the scheduler is enormous, it would be tedious and time-consuming to manually manage script submission and result collection. This motivates us to equip DP-GEN with an intelligent task dispatcher. In general, the dispatcher automatically uploads input files, submits scripts for the calculations, keeps maintaining the job queues, and collects results when a job finishes. The dispatcher shows its strength in handling not only various types of calculation tasks, but also accommodating different kinds of available computational resources. receives the tasks to be calculated, and sends the results by communicating with the computational resources. When a task is sent into the dispatcher, the dispatcher first checks whether it has been submitted. If not, it will experience mainly four successive stages in the dispatcher. I. Upload.
Through the class Context, the dispatcher sends all input files onto machines. II. Submit. The class Batch deals with providing adaptive scripts to designate proper computational resources for the task. Then, a job to calculate the task will be executed on the machine. III. Check status.
By querying the machines periodically, the dispatcher checks the status of all jobs, which can be running, terminated or finished. Running status leads to nothing but waiting for the next check.
If a job is found terminated, it will be submitted again. Files in jobs with finished status will be downloaded. IV. Download. The class Context takes charge of transferring files containing valuable results back into the dispatcher. Till now, all the four stages have been fulfilled, and a calculation task has finished. Additionally, those tasks submitted before will enter the third stage check status directly.
A typical workflow of the dispatcher is presented in Fig. 3 and is composed of following functions:
Check submission. First of all, the dispatcher will check whether the tasks have been submitted or not. If not, the dispatcher will upload files and construct the submission script from scratch. This will form a queue composed of tasks to be executed. Otherwise, the dispatcher will recover the existing queue and collect results from those tasks that have finished, instead of submitting the scripts again. Users will benefit a lot from such a design, in the sense that repeated computations are avoided when restarting the DP-GEN master process.
File uploading and downloading. When the DP-GEN master process is running on the login node of an HPC, it shares the file system with computational nodes via a network file system. File uploading and downloading can be simply implemented by Python modules os and shutil. To enhance the I/O efficiency, instead of copying or removing files, the dispatcher operates on the symbolic links or directly moves files. When the DP-GEN master process is running on a machine other than the machines that perform the actual computations, files are transmitted via ssh. The DP-GEN provides a uniform interface for these two situations, so file transmission is adapted to the connection type and can be invoked easily.
Moreover, new protocols for file transmission can be implemented easily.
Job submission. After uploading forward and common files onto the computational machines, DP-GEN generates scripts for executing the desired computational tasks. The job scripts are adaptive to different kinds of machines, including workstations, high performance clusters with a job scheduling system, and cloud machines:
• Workstation. This allows users to run DP-GEN on a single computational machine, such as a personal laptop. In this situation, DP-GEN prepares shell scripts which can be directly executed. • Cloud machines. The script for cloud machines is similar to one for workstation.
The only difference is that the DP-GEN dispatcher runs additional commands to launch or terminate machines before or after the job execution, respectively. These commands are compatible with the application programming interface (API) that the cloud machine service provides.
Job monitoring. Monitoring the status of each job submitted is of vital importance.
The DP-GEN dispatcher is able to identify the job status and react correspondingly by communicating with all kinds of the machines introduced above. If a job is running, the dispatcher will do nothing. If a job is terminated, the dispatcher will try to resubmit the job up to three times. If the job still cannot be successfully executed, it is highly likely that the job settings are problematic, e.g., the parameters might be improper or the configurations might be unphysical. In this case, user intervention is required. When a task is finished, the dispatcher downloads the backward files and passes them to the scheduler. The task dispatcher accomplishes its mission after all tasks are finished, and then the scheduler will step forward.
At last, it should be emphasized that DP-GEN is fairly automatic, general, and robust.
Once the input files are prepared and DP-GEN runs successfully, there is no need for extra labor. In this section, we report the details of the process that we follow to generate a DP model for Cu with DP-GEN, and demonstrate its uniform accuracy when used to predict a broad range of properties.
IV. EXAMPLES

A. Generation of the model
To perform DP-GEN, we used LAMMPS for exploration, VASP 5.4.4 for labeling, and
DeePMD-kit for training. In total, 48 iterations were undertaken. Among a total number of 25 million configurations sampled in the exploration step, 7646 (0.03 %) are selected for labeling.
Exploration To kick off the DP-GEN procedure, we start with relaxed fcc, hcp, and bcc structures. The exploration in the first iteration is essentially random. For each crystalline structure, a 2 × 2 × 2 supercell is first relaxed and compressed uniformly with a scaling factor α ranging from 0.84 to 1.00. Then the atomic positions and cell vectors are randomly perturbed. The magnitude of perturbations is 0.01Å for the atomic coordinates, and is 3% of the cell vector length for the simulation cell. For each crystal structure, 50 randomly perturbed structures, whose α are 1.00, and 10 randomly perturbed structures whose α range from 0.84 to 0.98, are then utilized to perform a 20-step canonical AIMD simulation at T =50K with VASP.
In later exploration steps, we also need to prepare initial structures for DPMD sampling.
For bulk systems, we choose the perturbed structures whose α are 1.00 for the three crystal Labeling The Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) generalized gradient approximation [28] is utilized. The kinetic energy cut-off for the plane wave [20, 21] is set to 650 eV, and the K-points is set using the Monkhorst-Pack mesh [29] with the spacing h k = 0.1Å −1 . The self-consistent-field iteration will stop when the total energy and band structure energy differences between two consecutive steps are smaller than 10 −6 eV. If the number of candidate configurations of a crystal structure is larger than 300 for a bulk system, they are randomly down-sampled to 300 before labeling in each iteration. For surface systems, the maximal number of candidates to be labeled is 100 for each structure. This can be controlled by the key fp task max.
Users can also conveniently designate the directories of general settings (INCAR) and pseudo-potentials (POTCAR) in PARAM. Training. In this work, the smooth version of the DP model is adopted [8] . The cut-off radius is set to 8Å, and the inverse distance 1/r decays smoothly from 2Å to 8Å in order to remove the discontinuity introduced by the cut-off. The embedding network of size (25, 50, 100) follows a ResNet-like architecture [30] . The fitting network is composed of three layers, with each containing 240 nodes. The Adam stochastic gradient descent method [31] is utilized to train four models, with the only difference being their random seeds. Each model is trained with 400,000 gradient descent steps with an exponentially decaying learning rate from 1.0 × 10 −3 to 3.5 × 10 −8 . These settings for the training process are designated by the key default training params provided by the input file PARAM, which adopts the same interface with DeePMD-kit.
Machine settings. For training and exploration, we use single card of Tesla-P100 for each calculation task. Labeling is done on Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 5117 CPU @ 2.00GHz with 28 CPU cores. The high performance cluster is scheduled by Slurm.
In MACHINE file, one can specify the settings according to his/her own environment.
We provide an easy example for the training machine settings on a Slurm system: to transfer files. All tasks will be sent to and run in the directories work path on the computational machines. Reading the keyword resources, DP-GEN automatically requires for resources that users need among the machines, such as the number of GPU cards and CPU cores, the prerequisite modules for the software that performs the calculation, etc.
B. Testing the model
To validate the performance of the DP model for pure copper, we test it on a wide range of properties, as summarized in Table I . We compare the results of the DP model in predicting the important material properties with a state-of-the-art empirical FF model, obtained by the modified embedded atom method (MEAM) [32] .
The equilibrium properties of Cu are presented in Table II . These include the atomization energy and equilibrium volume per atom, defect formation energies, elastic constants and moduli, and stacking-fault energies. The defect formation energy is defined as
denotes the relaxed energy of a defective structure with N d atoms and E 0 denotes the energy per atom of the corresponding ideal crystal at T = 0 K. Besides, we replicate the primitive fcc cell 3 × 3 × 3 times to generate a supercell, and use it to compute the defect formation energies. For all the properties listed in Table II , the DP predictions agree well with DFT and/or experiments. and diamond. It is worth noting that the diamond, sc and dhcp structures are not explicitly explored by the DP-GEN scheme, i.e., the initial training data and the initial structures for exploration do not contain these crystal structures. Nevertheless, DP still achieves a [36] h Reference [37] satisfactory accuracy in the EOS test on these three structures. In comparison, although MEAM performs well for fcc, hcp and dhcp structures near the energy minimum, it shows large deviations when predicting the EOS for sc, diamond and bcc structures. We also report the DP and MEAM predictions for the phonon dispersion relations as well as experimental results. As shown in Fig. 5 , DP results agree very well with the experiment and are significantly better than MEAM predictions. Finally, we consider the surface formation energy E sf ((hkl)), which describes the energy needed to create a surface with Miller indices (hkl) for a given crystal, and is defined by
Here E s ((hkl)) and N s denote the energy and number of atoms of the relaxed surface structure with Miller indices (hkl). A denotes the surface area. We enumerate all the nonequivalent surfaces with the Miller indices smaller than 4 for the fcc lattice and smaller than 3 for the hcp and bcc lattices. As shown in Fig. 6 , despite the lack of any explicitly labeled data for bcc surfaces in the training dataset, the surface formation energies predicted by DP are close to those by DFT, and are significantly better than those predicted by MEAM.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced the software platform DP-GEN. We described its implementation and reported the details when used to generate a general purpose PES model for Cu. We expect DP-GEN to be a scalable and flexible platform. The three steps, exploration, training, and labeling, which are controlled by the scheduler, are separate and highly modularized. Therefore, developers will spend a minimal amount of effort to incorporate novel functionalities. For example, DP-GEN can easily be extended to include a different first-principles code, for which typically only file conversion and job submission scripts are needed. Furthermore, a list of sampling techniques may be added to the exploration step.
Provided the ability of the DP model to describe various systems, such as organic molecules, metals, semiconductors, and insulators, we expect DP-GEN to be widely used in different molecular and materials science applications. Such applications are not limited to the generation of general purpose PES models, but also include the investigation of specific problems.
The DP-GEN workflow can be made applicable to different software and operating systems. In particular, it can be easily implemented on popular cloud machines such as the Amazon Web Services (AWS) cloud platform [41] . Moreover, there have been significant efforts to build automatic interactive platforms for computational science. Among these efforts, the AiiDA package [42] has become very promising for creating social ecosystems to disseminate codes, data, and scientific workflows. To connect DP-GEN with popular
general-purpose open-source platforms is on our to-do list. Above all, we expect that users of DP-GEN will be embraced with an optimal solution in terms of both efficiency and cost when performing atomic and molecular simulations. 
